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BULLIONS

Overview

In the month of June, bullion counter traded on 

weaker note as hawkish comments by fed and hike in 

interest rates by Fed kept the price sunder selling 

pressure. Meanwhile safe haven demand amid 

geopolitical uncertainty capped the downside. 

Overall gold traded in range of 28350--29585 in 

MCX and $1235-1296.30 in COMEX. Silver traded 

in range of $16.28-17.74 in COMEX and 37811-

40842 in MCX. Gold has been under pressure 

recently as downbeat tone continues to cloud the 

market, as recent comments from Federal Reserve 

officials raised expectations for further increases in 

interest rates this year. US Treasury yield curve 

flattened to almost 10-year lows on last week as 

investors evaluated the impact of hawkish Federal 

Reserve policy on the economy even as inflation 

measures are deteriorating. Recently North Korea 

has carried out another test of a rocket engine that 

the United States believes could be part of its 

programme to develop an intercontinental ballistic 

missile. Gold is highly sensitive to rising rates and 

yields, which increase the opportunity cost of 

holding non-yielding assets such as bullion while 

boosting the dollar, in which it is priced. Meanwhile 

according to WGC “After falling 18% in 1Q17, 

physical demand for gold seems to have picked up in 

2Q17”. Russia raised its gold holdings by 7.2 tonnes 

to 1,687.3 tonnes in April, while Kazakhstan ramped 

up its holdings by 3.2 tonnes to 270.918 tonnes 

during the same period, according to IMF data.

Outlook

In the month of July bullions may remain on volatile 

path as weaker greenback and political uncertainty 

in US and geopolitical tensions in Middle East can 

lead to short covering but hawkish stance by the fed 

can keep the upside capped. The gold/silver ratio 

can move in range of 67-76 in near term. On 

domestic bourses the movements of local currency 

rupee will be the key factor to watch out which can B
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move in range of 63-66 in the month of July. Gold can 

trade in range of Rs 27800-29400 in MCX and 

$1210-1280 in COMEX. Silver can trade in range 

of 37000-40500 in MCX and $16-17.5 in 

COMEX. Last week dollar sank to its lowest since 

November as euro hit a one-year high when European 

Central Bank President Mario Draghi hinted that 

stimulus could be trimmed this year. However, Draghi 

comments on ECB stimulus caused investors to sell 

bonds, driving yields higher and limiting the appeal of 

non-yielding bullion. Gold premiums in India jumped 

to the highest level in 7-1/2 months last week as 

consumers advanced purchases to avoid paying higher 

tax when a new nationwide sales tax takes effect from 

July 1. Gold jewellery will attract 3% goods and services 

tax (GST). Though it is higher than the current 

applicable taxes, including 1% excise duty and 1.5% 

VAT, it is below the anticipated GST of 5%. Customs 

duty will continue to be 10% and processing charges will 

be taxed at 5%. Prior to GST, total tax and duties are 

nearly 12.4%. After the implementation of GST, it will 

marginally increase to approximately 14%.

Key News

Geopolitical tensions between US and North 

Korea

North Korea has carried out another test of a rocket 

engine that the United States believes could be part of 

its program to develop an intercontinental ballistic 

missile. The disclosure of the North's engine test came a 

day after the United States pressed China to exert more 

economic and diplomatic pressure on North Korea to 

help rein in its nuclear and missile programs during a 

round of high-level talks in Washington.

IMF cuts its growth forecasts

The International Monetary Fund cut its growth 

forecasts for the U.S. economy to 2.1 percent for both 

2017 and 2018, dropping its assumption that President 

Trump's tax cut and fiscal spending plans would boost 

growth.
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The Federal Reserve announced a quarter-

point rate hike in June meeting

Federal Open Market Committee increased its 

benchmark target a quarter point. The new range 

will be 1 percent to 1.25 percent for a rate that 

currently is 0.91 percent. The central bank now 

believes inflation will fall well short of its 2 percent 

target this year. The post-meeting statement said 

inflation "has declined recently" even as household 

spending has "picked up in recent months," the 

latter an upgrade from the May statement that said 

spending had "rose only modestly." The statement 

also noted that inflation in the next 12 months "is 

expected to remain somewhat below 2 percent in the 

near term" but to stabilize. The so-called dot plot, 

which charts  individual  FOMC members ' 

expectations for where the funds target will land, 

indicates officials overall are holding to their 

expectations. The funds rate projection for the end 

of 2017 remains 1.4 percent, which would indicate 

an additional hike before the end of the year. Fed 

funds futures market had been giving another move 

this year just a 35 percent chance, according to the 

CME.

Fed Chair Janet Yellen still backs gradual 

interest-rate hikes

Recently in her first public remarks since the U.S. 

central bank hiked rates on June 14, Federal Reserve 

Chair Janet L. Yellen gave no indication that her 

plans for continued monetary policy tightening had 

shifted. Fed officials have been wrestling over how 

the central bank should react to seemingly 

conflicting signals about the U.S. economy. 

Joblessness dropped to 4.3 percent in May. Yellen 

and some of her colleagues have called for 

continued, if slow, tightening because they expect 

that labor-market gains will eventually trigger 

higher wages and overall prices.

WGC sees GST positive for Gold market in 

India.

On 1st July, India’s labyrinth of taxes will be 

replaced with a simple, nationwide Goods & Services 

Tax (GST). This is the biggest fiscal reform since 

India’s liberalisation in the early 1990s. While gold 

consumers will face a slightly higher tax rate, and the 

industry will go through a period of adjustment, WGC  

see the net impact on the gold industry as being positive. 

The gold supply chain should become more transparent 

and efficient, and the tax reform can boost economic 

growth, which we see as supporting gold demand. 

Under GST, the overall tax rate on gold will be 13 

percent, comprising 10 percent customs duty and 3 

percent GST. This is slightly higher than the current tax 

level but lower than the previous expectation of 5 

percent. The new tax policy on gold is generally 

expected to improve the transparency and efficiency of 

gold supply in India, which is estimated to see gold 

demand rise from the 675.5 tons in 2016 to between 850 

and 950 tons by 2020, according to the World Gold 

Council (WGC). 

China's Gold Imports Seen Jumping 50% as 

Haven Demand Booms

China, the world’s biggest gold market, may boost 

imports through Hong Kong by about half this year as 

local investors seek to protect their wealth from 

currency risks, a slowing property market and volatile 

stocks, according to the Chinese Gold & Silver Exchange 

Society. Demand is rising on concerns over property, 

share and bond markets and the outlook for the yuan, 

amid a government drive to reduce leverage in the 

financial system. Local consumption was up 15 percent 

in the first quarter, with sales of bars for investment 

climbing more than 60 percent and dwarfing a 1.4 

percent rise in jewelry buying, according to data from 

the China Gold Association. The Chinese Gold & Silver 

Exchange Society is planning to build a bonded 

warehouse in Qianhai, with a storage capacity of 1,500 

tons of gold, and completion is expected in two to three 

years.
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Gold Silver ratio

Analysis:  
Gold silver ratio hovered from 73 to 75 in the month 

of June. This ratio can hover in range of 72-78 in the 

month of July.

Source: Reuters

In the month of July 2017 bullions may remain 

on volatile path as geopolitical tensions 

between US and North Korea, safe haven 

demand, physical demand in India and China 

along with movement of greenback will give 

further direction to the prices. Moreover 

condition of global economy and movement of 

local currency rupee coupled with Physical, 

ETF demand will also influence its prices. 

Range 

Gold  MCX 27800-29400 Rs per 10 gms

                           COMEX $1210-1280 per troy ounce

 Silver  MCX Rs 37000-40500 per kg

 COMEX $16 -17.50 per ounce

July 2017
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